1. What are some examples of trauma given by Hank Green?
   a. How can this trauma manifest itself?

2. **Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD)** was once known as “__________________” and is defined as a psychological disorder generated by either ________________ or ________________.
   a. What are the four clusters in the **DSM-V** of its symptoms?
   b. Some findings suggest that there may be ___________________________ making some people more vulnerable than others to PTSD.
   c. How does PTSD share similarities with **anxiety disorders** in terms of the brain?

3. Treatment and social support help some sufferers achieve **post-traumatic growth**, which are the ____________________________ resulting from the struggle with challenging circumstances and life crises.

4. ________________ or ________________ is/are defined as compulsive, excessive, and difficult-to-control substance use or other, initially pleasurable behavior that begins to ________________, work, health, or relationships.
   a. What are some examples given for this?
   b. How does **physical dependence** differ from **psychological dependence**?

5. What is the **dual diagnosis model** of treatment?